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Miss Betty Shook Is Hallowe'en Queen
founders Day Address
Presented By Dr. Gregg
of EngHsh Department
Tribute was paid to Lindenwood's
founders, George and Mar y Eastcn
Sibley, and Samuel S. Watson, and
to two men, father and son, who
gave 66 years of continuous service
to the school, Dr. John Henry Stumberg and Dr. Bernard K. Stumberg,
in the annual Founder's Day address
given by Dr. Kate L. Gregg of the
E nglish departm(:!nt in Roemer Auditorium last Th ursday.
The first era of Lindenwood came
to a close in 1877 when Samuel S.
w ·atson, last of the "or iginal three"
died, Dr. Gregg said. Mr. Watson, a
resident of St. Charles, served as local represen tative on the board and
contributed substantially to the financial support of the school. Before his death, Mr. Watson s uggested Dl'. John Henry Stumberg,
another St. Charles resident , be
chosen to take his place.
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bridge between the Lindenwood of
the founders a nd the New Lindenwood, Dr. Gregg continued. He
supervised the tearing down of old
buildings and the erection cf new
ones, including the two new wings
on Sibley Hall; he looked after the
Watson farm-at that time the college's chief means of endowment.
His last recorded act for the college,
in 1903, was the renting of Mary
Easton Sibley's cottage, before his
death in June.
In October of the same year, his
son, Dr. B. K. Stumberg, took his
place on the board. A well educated
physician and surgeon, Dr. Stumberg was proudest of the fact that in
1918 he brought the college through
the influenza epidemic without the
Joss cf a single g irl.
Under the watchful eye of this
local board member, one and a half
million dollars worth of buildings
and ground improvements were
brought about, including the build·
i.ng of Butler Hall, 1914; Niccolls
Hall, 1916; Roem er Auditorium,
1921; Irwin Hall, 1924; th e Library,
1930; the president's home, 1941;
('Continued on page 6, col. 1)

Little Theatre Will
Present Their First
Play Thanksgiving
Lindenwood's Little Theater will
present its first play of the season,
"You Can't Take It With You," on
T hanksgiving day, it is announced
by Miss Mary Gordon, head of the
Speech and Dramatics department.
Tryouts for the play were held
October 26 and 27 Jn Roemer Hall.
Miss Gordon conducted the tryouts
and reported t hat there was an unusually large number of tryouts.
"You Can't Take It With You"
was first presented , on Broadway,
where it was a hit, and later made
into a movie.

LINDENWOOD'S TRIO OF TWOSOMES

Here are the three sets of twins who are bewildering Lindenwood
students and faculty this year. From the left: Ruth and Ruby Wallrnr,
Elizabeth Jean and Joan Davis, and Lillie and Lilla Latham.

Saturday Classes

Bagin al L~ C~
November 13
At the request of the railroads,
the dates of Christmas vacation have
been changed. The new dates are
from noon Wednesday, December 15
to 11 a. m. Thursday, January 13.
After taking all factors into consideration it has been decided that
Saturday classes will be held to
m~ke up for work lost through the
extended vacation.
Classes will be held all day on the
following Saturdays:
November 13- Monday classes.
November 20-Tuesday classes.
November 27-Wednesday classes.
January 15- Thursday classes.
January 22-Friday classes'.
The days to be made up are indicated above opposite the date.
The semester will be extended one
week. F inal examinations begin on
January 31 instead of January 24,
the new semester beginning on February 7. College will be closed at
the scheduled time in the spring, the
extra. wee!< being made up by the accelerated program the last semester.

Y. W. Style Sh6W'
Gives Pre-View
of Campus Fashions
The 13 candidates for Hallowe'en
queen presented a style s how in
Roemer Auditorium last Tuesday
evening. The entire s tudent body
gave ohs and ahs of approval as the
newly-turned professional models
walked across the stage. Each girl
modeled a sports outfit, an afternoon dress, and an evening gown.
L ooking typically collegiate were
Betty Fox in a yellow sweater and
a matching box-pleated skirt; Jeanne
Clark who wore a beige tweed suit
with a light blue angor a sweater and
matching angora socl{s ; Katherine
Moore modeling a red sweater over
a red, white, and blue plaid sldrt ;
Ruth Stevenson wearing a rust
sweater and a brown skirt.
Charming afternoon dresses were
worn by all the models. Emily Berr;1
modeled a black crepe dress with
black accessories. Betty Shook wore
2. white waol dre!,S with a V-necked
sc~!loped neckline. She also wore a
muskrat coat over her shoulders.
( Continued on page 8, col. 2)

Mrs. Sibley's Ghost Comnwnds
L. C. Girls .For Aids ~n Defense
, .t,.ges.'' A flickering candle illumiBy Mary Ann N es.bitt
nated th e ghostly form of Mrs.
and
Sibley, and the folds of her hood
Ca.roly1i Trimble.
Mrs. Sibley again kept her mid· concealed her face.
Timidly we slipped toward the
night date with Lindenwood. Sh e
stepped from her grave under the organ and asked Mrs. Sibley if she
Linden trees and started her eerie would lil<e to talk to her girls via
walk toward her chapel. Every fire the Bark. A thin quavering voice reescape was lined with pajama-clad plied, "Yes, I would like to comgirls who were waiting to greet the mend the girls for their fine spirit
ghost with shri'eks and wide open and generosity in this war. I have
seen five wars and I have never
eyes.
When Mrs. Sibley began playing known Lindenwood girls to do more
the girls listened silently. . Two for the war effort."
At our questions about t his Haltrembling Linden Bark rep orters
sllpped in the last seats of the last lowe'en night Mrs. Sibley remarked
row of Sibley chapel as the organ that the girls had given her a prop( Continued on page 7, col. 4)
swelled to the bars of "Rock Of

Sally Mitchell and
Marie Szilagyi Are
Maids of Honor
As the Warsaw Concerto softly
played, the master of ceremonies
announced, "And now we present
your Hallowe'en Queen, Miss Betty
S hook." Betty, lovely in a white lace
dinner dress and carrying an arm
bouquet of yellow mums, was greet,ed with r iotous applause. Awaiting
her at the throne were Sally
Mitchell, first maid of honor, dressed in ice blue satin trimmed in
rhinestones; and "Marie Szilagyi,
second maid of honer , in white tulle
trimmed in lace and gold. With
these two were the Queen's ladies
in waiting, Misses Betty Fox, E m ily
Berry, Jonelle Sample Jean Clark,
Kathrine Moore, P atsy Shari-ck, Jane
Patterson, Imogene Leach, Ru th
Stevenson, and Ann Hobbs. 'Betty
was received by her first maid of
h ""lC 1:' w hr. <'e>mple-t ?rl thP cere·,n.~nv
by crowning her Queen 61 the Ha;.
lowe'en Court.
Immediately following the crowning, the grand march, lead by Dr.
and Mrs. Gage, Dr. Terhune, and
Janet Shaffer, passed by to pay
homage to the Queen and her court.
The season's th eme was effectively carried out in transfor ming
the gymnasium into a gala Hallowe'en setting. Bales of hay were
topped with devilishly smiling jacko-lanterns. The spirit of the night
was carried through in the costumes.
One met every conceivable creature
from a Lieutenant (J. G.), and his
lady, to "The Gruesome Twosome"
ghosts to you.
The awarding of prizes, defense
stamps, for the most original costumes was t he high light in entertainment during the dancing. The
prize for the best group was g iven
to the group of upperclassmen of
Irwin who presented a mock Hallowe' en •court. Gayle Armstrong, as
master of ceremonies, did the honors. First in this memorable procession came the torch bearers,
sweet and innocent in pig tails and
nighties. And then, and then, came
those raving beauties, those slinky
creatures one dreams about- when
one has a nightmare. When all the
ladies in waiting were assembled,
there was a profound silence, breath( Continued on page 6, col. 2)

First Radio Broadcast
To Be Given Nov. 6
The first radio broadcast this
year will be presented by ·students
of t he Speech department, on Saturday, November 6, it is announced
by Prof. John Stine, instructor in
Speech and Dramatics.
The sketch, "Snow White and th e
Seven Dwarfs," will be heard .over
KFUO at 11:30 a. m. The cast is incomplete.
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What Do You Think ?
One o.£ the pertinent questions on every college campus t h is year is the
proposal that the voting age be lowerd to 18. This subject was first raised
when the governm ent lowered the draft age to 18. N ot only should the
young men who are vitally concerned be aware of this question and able
to talk intelligently on it, but also the young women s uch as arc rep resentccl
on this campus. These women are the ones who, in a few years, are going
to have a mighty voice in the r unning of ou r country; !or with the conclusion of this war women are going to be more important in political affairs than at any pr evious time in our history.
If the governm ent today cons iders our young men and women mature
enough at this age to cany on our' democratic principl~s by giving their
Jives, why s hould they not consider them m ature enough to uph old these
s:1me democratic principles by voting?
Lindcnwood women, wake up! We arc n ot in a little wor ld of our own,
completely sh ut off from the rest of the world. We must begin to think
about these h ighly important questions upon which our lives are so completely dependent.
What do you think?

Indian Summer
We have neve1· seen any advantage to om· tl1ird-floor room (unle:s
climbing stairs is considered good exercise) until we looked ou t the window.
Before us is fall landscape- a picture framed by limp window curtains. The
clean brilliance of a fall afternoon etches sharp outlines- the beige stubble
or a .field complements the goldness of an oak tree wh'ch throws r ibbcn
shadows across the tennis courts. That gold tree, haughty in its beau ty,
overshadow::: the trees with warm brown leaves. Those golden leaws,
shimmer ing when the wind blows, catch and hold attention. It is the
s ubject oi our picture.
Far away, across the fat mounds of stacked corn stalks, the green of
dista nt trees meet the brigh tness of the fall sky to form the background.
This landscape must have been painted by a master Titian for a splash or
red moves back and forth across the scene. Two squads of girls are
playing hockey, a nd one girl wears a scarlet sweater. The players shout to
the girls !irecely concentrating on making their horses stay together in
" threes." Everyone is charged with sunshine and the ·energy o( a fall
breeze.
S uddenly the s un dips behind a cloud, and my picture is drab. The gold
tree is too bright against the sensible winter browns and grays. The brilliance, the crispness, and the shimmer went with the s un.
Perhaps it is a warning that winter will steal the Indian summer only
too soon-a suggestion that we admire this beauty while we can .

Keep Fit For Victory
Early to bed, early to r ise, makes a woman healthy, wealthy, and
wise- if she doesn't take too much physical fitness.
But that's no slam on the physical education department. It's jusr
that Lindenwood girls in their endeavor to get "fit" for the war effort
have overdone the good thing. We found muscles we didn't know exis t·ed;
we had to be pried out of bed on Wednesday a nd Friday mornings after
the Tuesday-Thursday sessions. Those mental pictures of trim conditioned
bodies and r ippling m uscles took a bacl< seat to the extremely realilic
physical aches. (You simply can't talk yourself out o.( a dull ache that
penetrates every muscle you possess.) For three weeks we viewed "conditioning" as a Lorm of torture devised to wreck the mind, body, and morale
of the college girl.
But j ust like the first hundred years are the hardest, the first three
weeks were our "bugaboos." Now we run abou t the hockey field with
square shoulders, high heads, a nd a long easy stride. W ell, some of them
anyway. Then there's a fine spirit of competition- who can do the most
deep knee bends withou t falling on their prespiring noses. Yup, it's great
i un- particurlarly if you have a strong back.
·
We really do have fun, though, and our enormous class might m ake
room for a couple of new recruits. After you see how "fit" we are, you'll
be signing up for second semester.

Loosen up your purse strings and tighten the strings around the Axis.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps!

Uy Emmy Gumm

When I read J ohn McCutchen's
editorial on Indian Summer I
thought (as any modern, intelligent
person would) that all that stuff
about the falling leaves carrying Ind ian Spir i ts on their backs was a lot
of tomfoolery, so imagine the jolt I
got when one of those dern dusty
yellow Runci nate laminas landed on
my shoulder and started Ugh-ing
sof tly in my unsuspecting car. Overcoming the desire to screech and run
like blazes, I called on all the training of se!I control I've ever had
along the way, and merely raised an
eyebrow wcaldy and said in the
firmest voice possible under the circum stances, "W-wha-what are you
doing on my shoulder, yo-you apparition of the American aborigines?"
"Just looking," it said, settling itself in a more comfortable position
on my f uzzy-sweatered arm.
"Oh, and do you see anything?"
I s neered weakly.
"Yep, sure do. See Jots . . . I get
around," it said, noding droopy
feathers under my nose.
"How interesting," I said, hoping
they wouldn't think I was absolutely
inhibited (and wondering if I might
be- at that) when I told them about
this in the Cupboard . .. that was, if
my feeble legs ever got m e that .far.
"If you'd stop shaking I might tell
you some of the dirt I've heard
around here," it said.
"I'm reall~ not interested," I encouraged, clamping my quaking
knees together," And who's shaking?"
"Well, maybe you wouldn't exactly
can it dirt," it said.
I could see that my com panion
wasn't going to be snubbed so I
started on my way to class with him
clinging to my sweater. Needless to
say I bounced along as much as possible without being too obvious ...
" 'Lay tha t pistol down, Dabe, dada
dee dumdum,' " i t schreeched.
"R eally, must you sing that
song?" I asked.
"Hmm, thought all you gals liked
it." 'Pistol packin' Mama, lay that . .'
Well, come to think of it I guess I
ain't no Frank Sinatra, at that," it
laughed, tickled to death with itself.
"No, you certainly aren't. And you
don't act like any Indian spirit I've
ever heard of," I said, deciding there
just wasn't any point in trying to
ignore him, he just wouldn't ignore.
"To tell the trnth, I bet you ain't
heard of enough of us fellows to
really know how we act." It thought
this was a screem. I thought so too,
especially when it curled up its edges
and held its sides from laughter.
"I'm really on the beam today," it
said. and I know if it could have
possibly r eached them without falling, it would have n udged me in the
ribs and gone "tch-tch."
"Well Really," I said. This was
getting to be too much.
"Oh, I get around. I know a few
t hings. Guess I saw IBBIE F R ANKE
and that long-Jean-lad she brought
back with her from her weekend at
Purdue. Guess I saw the campus
"widower" come caUing Sunday. Almost missed him this year for the
first time in nigh on six years, too."
It paused for a m oment of reflection, or what ev-cr spirits pause for."
"If you see so much, what did you
think of the serenade Irwin gave
Founder's Day?" I said.
"Pretty good voices i n the bunch.
r liked the candles. too. And Sunday
I saw a whole i;ang of people goin'
in to their tea. Tried my derndest to
get in, too, but they kept brushin'
me off their collars_ Got a peep in
1

To the Student Body of Lindenwood College:
•
This week completes the first
marking period and students should
feel free to go to their teachers and
find out the grades which they m ade
this period- Instructors will be glad
to assist students with low marks.
There will be another marking period before Christmas. Reports from
instructors i ndicate that students
a re working well and that even if
the grades of some were low t his
m arking period because of adjustments, it is hoped that they will
have a satisfactory record before
leaving for the Christmas holidays.
- Dr. Alice E . Gipson
Academic Dean.
the window, anyway. Lots of good
looking things around . . . candy,
tea, pumpkins, fall clothes, legs . . just lots of good looking things."
And if I had never heard a voice leer
I did then _ .. it simply smirked.
"OK," I said. "I give up: W hat
else do you know? But please make
it snappy. I haven't much time ancl
P LEASE stop jumping around. People are beginning to stare.
"Tho ught you'd be interested.
Anyway, CHARLOTTE HARE and
MARIELLA JIR KA went home for
a gay weekend with their families,
and then there was the senior da nce
at the Jefferson that went over with
such a bang," it said.
"And I suppose you were at the
senior dance and saw it all?" I was
beyond subtle stage and decided sarcasm was the only way.
"Nope, but I hear things, I gat
11round," i t said.

"So you've mentioned before," I
m u ttered.
"And BOBBIE BURNETT acquired
a shiny pair of Navigators wings . _ .
poor Jim . . . sometimes I wonder
about these females," it shook sadly.
"And CARRY LEE LANEY was
happy for awhile when Captain V.
ROLLIN almost came to see her on
his way up from Florida to _Nebraska. Too bad he couldn't make it.
While we're on
the subject,
FRANNY LEWIS is really doing alright. Her man at Scott F ield sends
her a letter every day by special
messenger or else calls her long dista nce. Ilmmm, somet imes I wonder
about these males, too."
"Know anything else?" I didn't
want to r ush things, but I was almost at Roemer.
"Well, there are the two "Sampsons of Irwin" who are always beating up on their u ndersized suitem ate
_ .. it's a sad case. One of 'em calls
the other her "fat facer" r oommate,
and the other one is always slamming the other's beautiful flowered
chest that takes up m ost of the floor
space in the room. They're two wild
women, that ADELE a nd J OAN.
Which reminds me, for just abou t
the best looking room on the campus
I'd cast a vote for COLEEN R ANKIN and JO LEA HORTON. It's all
bright green and white and I've tr ied
and tried to get in through the
screen .(or a little visit but no luck
so far." I could .feel it peering at
me hopefully, but I wasn't in a helpful mood so I j ust ignored it .
"Do you speak French?" it asked.
"No," I said, w ishing it would dry
up and blow away.
"Neithe:- do WHITTEN and TANNER. Since they've met those two
French fliers they've become well
versed in the art of pantomlne," it
said.
"You're pretty well versed yourself,'' I said. "Where did you pick
up that amazing vocabulary . .
(•Continued on page 6, col.
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AND ~HY NOT
S1'RAIGHT HAIR?

By Mary Celeste Hirsch
I like my hair, not just because
it is mine but because it is pre tty.
Really it is. It is long, glossy, and
alive, but it does not curl. ·fhe1 ei ore, I am the only person wi,o
thinks it is worth the hair pins
that I r oll it up on at night. All
of my friends have curly hair, not
just slightly circling outgrowths of
the epidermis, but locks that rival
the waving tresses of a heroine, or
a hero, in a novel. They treat me
with the same patronizing, sympathetic kindness that is extended
to a blind man selling brooms. Wilen
someone new enters our "crowd"
one of my old comrades feels compelled to veil my affliction by telling how clever I am when it corr.es
to designing hats, making swan
dives, or chasing the neighbor 's
dogs.
I am, however, fond of these
people who merely look upon m y
disgrace with pity; my enemies are
those who feel nature could be improved on. People usually despise
individuals who embarrass them.
Hence, because it mortifies me to
have my straight hair discussed, I
loathe those human beings who insist on mentioning it. I avoid hairdressers and all other m embers of
that species_ lmown as beautifier s
as though they w ere a three-day accumulation o.f dirty dishes that
needed washing. Dodging these
creatures is not as simple as one
might thi nk . Many crusaders for
curly hair work on the same principle as a plain clothes detective.
Once I read an article about one o.f
those crime eradicators who joined
a "gang" of criminals so that he
could expose them. To show how
a member of the ant;straight hair
grcup uses these methods, I will
give an example: One day I called
upon an old acquaintance of minea girl who had always had t he good
taste to refrain from mentioning
m y misfortune. Just as we had
almost decided that Sue would not
be such a- "horrible mess' if she
would wear a different sha de of Jip.
stick, my ally's mother wallrnd Jn .
She sat down and picked up a m aga.zine. but instead of opening it. she
just s tared at me. She leaned ·forward ; there was an interested gleam
of 11nti-cipation in her eye. I knew
what was coming even before she
said. "You know. ;vour hair .i sn't
r eally straight. You have just tried
to make it curl aP.:ainst the natu1·a1
wave. instead of with it." She
"raved. on" for hours 1~1ling how
to make mv hair whirl into · corkscrew ringlets by massaging the
scalo in a south-by-east direction. by
combin g it with circular stro'kPs,
and by brushing it for an hour daily
in the morning sun. I flnally escaped bv promising to return soon
?nd let her wash and set mv poor,
too-much-discussed Jocks with her
ver:v own hands. From that -dav
until this I have never so much as
w?lk ed past that house.
Why am I subjected to · all of
this embarrassing criticism ? It is
really quite simple to explainpeople with curly hair have more
organization than . people w ith
straight hair. Once upon a time,
long b efore the prince had wakened
Sleepin g Beauty with a kiss or Jack
and Jill had walked up the hill, the
Our-Hair-is-Not,Straight-L ike-Everyone-Else's -cJub held a great convention. These members of humanity were outcasts of societv because
their hair insisted on kinking when
other people's obeyed the axiom
about the straightest distance be-

tween two points. They realized
that this distu rbing situation had to
be remedied. F irst they decided to
find a way to s traighten their locks.
1'hey tried twelve thousa·n d, four
hundred and t hree different m ethods
in a n attempt to do so, but ail involved much labor and expense; also
the straightness disappeared at the
first sign of rain. At last they abandoned this effort. In depseration
they decided that if they could not
eliminate the cylindrical tendencies
of their · hair, they would capitalize
on it. A great advertising campaign
(it is still being carried on today)
was launched for curly hair. Certain m embers of the club were told
to write books · in which emphasis
was placed on the h·e roine's wavy
tresses, with equal stress on the
scru b-woman's straight hair; ochet s
were to write son nets to a ring:et
that perched over some lady's little
ear; others were to undertake the
project of curling the hair of nonclub members; and still others were
to m ingle with people whose ha ir
showed no tendency to bend, a nd
spread propaganda about tl)e virtues of waving locks. This plan
succeeded so well tha t the positions
of people with straight and curly
ha ir were reversed. Now it seems
that we possessors of straight locks
~ust, until the end of time, a pologize for what people with curling
tresses have convinced us is our
bad fortune. We never ask-except
in timid whispers- ". . . and why
not straight hair?" TUE STEW

By Caroline Levy
America m ay he thP melt.ine 11ot
of the world, bu t New York is the
stew. In this mixture we find T ony
Mangeri, the ice man; Jacob Greenstein, the delicatessen man· Maria
Schmidt, the candy mak~r · and
Thomas Vandersnort,
the' big
banker. And no place, n ot even N ew
York, can exist without Dinty McNulty the policeman.
In appearance, Officer McNulty is
quite outstanding. This is due to his
daily consumption of the vitamin B
beverage- beer. His hair is sandy
colored, his eyes blue, and his nose
a delicate pink- due to the w:nd of
cour se. To continue the description
of Mr. M~Nulty, it is best to say
his physique resembles a miniature
Coney Island roller coas t-er- a slow,
but sure incline from the feet to the
head and then a sudden drop downward.
In character, Officer McNut (as
h e is sometimes called) has a heart
of gold along with other amiable
qua1 itiesfl The gold previously mentioned, however, does not carry over
to the collect ion plate on Sunday,
but usually, on such occasions turns
to nickel. This nickel coating, on the
other hand, may turn to a precious
platinum one.
Then, too, Mr. McNult:y has a very
broad streak of bravery. This trait
may be seen in a little incident that
occurred last winter. Tony Mangeri
was tmdging home. dog t ired after
a hard day's work at the ice plant,
when two gunmen pounced upon
him and took his week's wages. As
soon ·as he dared. h e screamed for
help and good "Old Dinty" came to
the r esuce. He practically burned up
th e soles of his shoes. as he raced
over thP ice-covered sidewalk. When
he f"n.:illv caught l\D with them. a
P,"Un b~ttle 1'cq1>'l. Thre~ sl•ot<s were
firf'd. On . the P,"round lay two dead
escaped convicts and ;:,. ~et'ious]y
wounded D1nty McNulty. This encounter did not stop our "Irish potato" long; befor e we knew . it, he
was back in the thick of the stew.

liberately waste time and energy
walking with no destination in
mind?
By Caroline Lf)vy
The poets, however, present another view. They take long walks
I sat tensely waiting for the ad- worshipping nature and t he divine
ventures of June Mickey. Every spirit who cr·eated it. They find, in
day .for the last two years, I've sat walking, rele£ from the pressing rebefore t he loud speaker waiting to alities of life.
The hunter s and sportsmen walk
hear ". . . and now Cock's Onion
J uice Company presents the further fol' the pleasure of walking, whJch
adventures of June Mickey. June makes them feel strong and healthy
was a lovable girl. Life, however , and important. They also find forhad treated her cruelly when it getfulness from the worries of their
snatched her husband from her. She life. Is it not , they asl< the scoffing
never knew what happened to John people who t hi nk themselves the
Micl<ey. It was believed that he was only sane people on earth, what we
drowned when the freighter May- are seeking, this momentary escape?
And I , who am neither sportsman
belle was torpedoed. Some of the
survivors from this disaster had nor poet , and certainly not practical,
been found on a deserted island. agree with the hunter.
Once I dreamed of being a famous
Among these poor souls was an amnesia victim. The remains of the write,·. I even wrote poetry and
c~ew · were returned to the States, short stories, and they had for their
and af ter much care, all were r e- subjects long jaunts t h1·ough the
s tored to h ealth. June, during the woods. I wrote of the freedom of
year's separation from her hu s- the open road, of the peace and
band, had befriended Tom Reynolds. quiet and coolness of the p ine forHe was a grand chap and was very · ests, of the music of the flowing
much in love with June. Tom at brooks. Nothing original, I admit,
last won our heroine's affection and but it was my very life.
When I moved from the land of
the day for their marriage is on
ha nd, as Chapter Sixty in the second the pines to the flat lands of the
Rio Gr ande Valley, I felt hemmeq in.
series is about to begin.
"And now -ladies and gentlemen, Hemmed in by a wide fla t plain!
Cock's Onion Juice Company pre- No m a tter wlwre I walked, it was
sents the next chapter in the true too flat , too treeless. I longed for
life story of June Mickey. Remem- the feel of pine needles,. the roll of
ber, if you like this progr am, you a hill beneath my feet, for the shock
can let us know by using Cock's of the cold water ·as I waded a brook.
T o ine, walking is t he breath of
Onion Juice. It's the only product
of its kind in that it does not leave life. The scenery is not all there is
to walking, but it helps me in my
any objectionable breath."
thoughts
as I walk briskly along,
The story unfolds. Everyone is
assembled in the lily-decked chapel. as I tarry by a wild peach tree in
The altar is covered with proud all its splendor, as I dr ,nl{ from a
flowers, satin ribbons, and palms. merry brook, or as I stop to talk to
Candles bu.rn, throwing their rays i?. sman negro l.Joy wltu gives me aup on the couple kneeling before the bashful, toothless gr in.
While walking to school, I emerge
m inister. The minister reads the
ceremony and the bride and groom from dis tant worlds and wonder if
listen closely. The sobs of the emo- I shall be late but in a moment I
tional ladies of t he congregation am Jost aga! n in dreams. Dreams
mingle with t he distant thunder. are very dear to men. I realize
There is a strange atmosphere o.f more, as I did not when I was
impending disaster. Tom and June younger, that m ost o.f my dreams
r ~se. The minister extends the ring will never come true. But neverthetoward the bride-groom and says, less, I ref use to let them tumble in
"If there is anyone who knows any ru ins about my feet. A great man
reason why this couple should not once said, a nd most people have
be .ioined in holy matrimony, let him found it to be true, that the reality
is seldom as sweet as dreams.
s!)eak."
I keep my dreams securely Jocked
There is a loud clap of thunder.
F rom the rear of the chapel a voice in my mind, planning t o bring t hem
fprth the next time I feel the earth
r :ngs.
·move beneath my irnpati-ent feet.
"I must speak. June, .. ."
Give the poet his poems, the
From the doorway steps a tall
fig ure. A suntanned young man hunter his guns, the sportsm an his
moves toward the altar. There is sports, the lover his loved one, but
another crash o! , thunder and then give m e the earth and two willing
feet to r oam it,
"If '-1ou want to know who this
mvsterious stranger is and what
DIRT
effect his stoppin<r the wedding w ill
have on June Mickey. be sure to
By Betty Ann Rouse
listen to tomorrow's chapter. And
now let me tell you a bout the
I thoroughly enjoyed being filt hy
product that makes this story pos- dirty ! Did I see you cringe at that
sible." says the announcer.
statement? Never mind. I do not
·For five minutes he tells about feel badly about it, for you are
the advantages of Cock's Onion merely conforming to society. I,
Juice.
·
too, would have been shocked if I
Oh. such nerve! v\lhv do advertise- had not been given the talen t of bements have to cut off the best part ing perpetually dirty. But y ou see,
nf a story? Why do such thing-s
uncleanliness is a definite art which
happen .i n a civilized world? Why? can be developed to a high degree
or left in the primitive stage. I was
WALIUNG
lucky ! F r om birth until now, I have
never found it difficult to be in th at
By R uthe Meyer
pleasant condition.
T here are various types and ways
Practical people scoff at walking . of satisfyin g a love for dirt, deThey consider it a lack of in telli- pending mainly upon the age of the
gence to walk aimlessly along, com- person in question. P erhaps I can
muning with natme an d think4ng of illustrate this better to you by
the spiritual side of life. They ·prob- using myself as an example. During
:>bly call such walkers peculiar. infancy I cr awled on the floor. This
Their idea of a walk is traveling action would displease my mother to
from one place t o another on foot.
(Continued on page 4)
Why, they as!<, s hould a person deWHY DO SUCH 1'HINGS HA P PEN IN A CIVILIZED WORLD?
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~-- - - -- - - -- - - DIRT
( Continue_d from page 3)

the point of hysterics. I would gurgle contentedly and stick my beloved
black thumb into my mouth. At the
age of two I fulfilled my love of dirt
in a more matw·e manner. I was
constantly on the look-out for a
dirt pile. Then I would stand at
the exact proper distance from · it,
count three and start running. When
I came to within two feet of that
pile, I would tal{e a leap through
the air and come down head firs,
to be covered by that damp, crumbly
substance. Then I would walk home
to be scolded, at the same time
laughing joyously as the hunks of
dirt fell from my hair to the sidewalk. In no time at all, I was five,
and discovered the benefits of chocolate ice creai;n cones. My f riends
managed to look rather dirty by
just trying to eat the delicio us ice
cream in the accepted way. But I
could not be outdone. •First I would
smash the cone against my face,
and when . I was certain that my
whole face was completely covered,
I would grin happily and watch the
melted ice cream trickle down my
dress. During the tom-boy stage, it
was very easy to reach the high
point of perfection in dirtiness, for
the trees, dogs, vacant lots, attics,
and the whole world in general
seemed to be helping me- everything, in fact, except my parents.
They were a nuisance and irritated
m€• greatly, for they seemed to think
it necessary to wash before every
meal. It became a routine for me
to be sent away from the table to
wash since I would never think of
do ing it of my own free will. I
would have bee11 a L1isg1·ace to myself and to my gang, if I haq. I was
always careful not to wash any
higher up than my hands, so that
the high-water mark would show
at my wrists. Also at this age of
life came the realization of the uselessness of baths. Nothing could be
more pointless than s i tting, yes,
just sitting in a pool of water, and
t hat is exactly what I did, when I
took a bath. I sat! The only movement during my bathing would be
t he movement to get out!
Now t hat I have left the adolescent stage, I fully agree w i.th conventions. Dirt is intolerabie ! Still
I must admit that I was rather fond
of it as a child. What is that? Do
I still have any temptations to get
dirty? Really, my dear, I can assure you you outgrow that impulse. It is really most repulsive
and - -- Oh, look! A truck load
of dirt passing right below this
window! One . . . two . . . thr'!e
. . . CRASH!
'.l'HE BARGAIN

By Virginia Lee Fly
Novembe1· 21, 1940
Dear Mother,
Do you remember my writing you
that I might room with Pat? That
was about a month ago, wasn't it'?
The plan was formed rather suddenly. One night Pat was sprawling across my bed, and we were
relaxing a bit after dinner. Suddenly she sat up on the edge of
of t h e bed.
"Let's room
together, Jane.
Franny is going to move in with
Marian in a month or so-as soon
as Marian's roommate gets a
single."
Of course I didn't stop to think at
all and said "Okay" just as lightly
as if I were answering an invitation to walk over to the Tea Room.
The sensible thing would have been

to tell her that I'd think it over.
But I never do the sensible thing.
Pat and I had had so much fun
together, and we had worked together so much that it seemed to
be an ideal situation. We began
planning how we could arrange the
room and discussing the colorscheme. Pat would come in, plop
h erself on the bed, and twist her
hair as she talked about drapes,
rugs, spreads, and many ot11er
things which would make a room
especially attractive. Her eyes are
naturally very expressive; a nd, as
she talked, they would shine until
the shine became contagious. I
was as enthusiastic as she. Every
day I tried to think of something
els·e which we might use on our
room, and at night we'd turn on the
dim lamp and try to think of a
place for everything. I loved to sit
tinker-fashion on the floor and try
to visualize a place with gay drapes;
a rich, deep red rug, blue wall paper ;
delicately colored spreads; a reading lamp by an easy chair; and a
small bookcase with a low hassock
beside it. It was a lovely dream, but
now something has happened. I
can't quite explain it yet, but perhaps I can tell you more another
time.
Lots oJ love,
Jane
November 22, 1940
Dear Mother,
I think I understand why I am
losmg interest in rooming with I--at.
Today I realized that s he has some
habits which irritate m e. In t;,e
first place she isn't very neat a bout
he1· room. She shove£ books :and
papers into shelves as a workm n
shovels coal into a bin; she l1tters
her bed with letters, hose, notebool{s, purses, gloves, and a ny articles which haven't a place; she
covers the dresser top with ha.r
pins, powder, lipstick, mascara,
kleene x, and a dozen other container s of make-up. She doesn't
stop at making her own room lool{
as bad as a messy boy's but corr,es
into my room and makes it al most
as bad. She flings her coat at a
chair, her books on the foot of the
bed, and herself on the pillows a t
the head of the bed. When she gees
out, the bed looks as if the cat had
been playing on it, and the rug as
i1' the dog had chased his tail all
over it. And h er coat is still d raped
from the chair arms and seat to the
tloo1·.
I n the second place she swears
a bominably. The least irritation will
bring out a lusty "damn" or "hell's
bells." I know I h ear such expressions at least twenty times
cay,
a nd I don't like it a bit. And besides
this, Pat is spoiled. She wants her
interests to be considered first and
her word to be final. I'm sick of all
of it.
·
·
I wish I could just tell Pat that I
think we wouldn't get along. I'd
like to find someone else to room
with-perhaps Dot. I don't know
what to do. I'm afraid that I'll hurt
Pat if I say anything; and, yet, I
think it's silly for us to try to live
in the same room. I need your
advice.
Love,
Jane

a

November 23, 1940
Dear Mother,
This morning I decided that I
j ust must tell Pat that I think we
s houldn't room together. After several f utile attempts to say something of what I .felt, I asked her
to come to my room this evening.
About eight-thirty she breezed in.
For the first time in weeks, she
sat on a chair instead of the bed.

"Hello!
Wat'cha do ing?" she
asked.
"I'm trying to study for tomorrow's chemistry quiz. It's going to
be tough. Have you started on it
yet?"
"Oh, no. I'll work during the wee
hours and get u p at five in the
morning," she said.
I tell you, Mom; that's just lil<e
her. She doesn't study until late. at
night and then gets up before the
roosters crow in the morning.
Imagine living with someone w'..o
keeps those s tudy hours.
Pat must have guessed what I
wanted to tall{ to her about, because she acted as embarrassed as
I felt. Finally I said, "Say, Pat,
I've been wanting to talk to you
about us rooming together."
"You've changed your mind,
haven't you?"
"Well, yes and no. You see, Pat,
I've been wondering if we'll get
along. We are so different and our
habits are so unlike that I'm afraid
we'B clash. Would you rather room
with someone else?"
"Well, I don't know, Jane. I
might room with Martha. Maybe
you're r ight. We sure aren't the
Siamese twins when it comes to
everyday ideas."
"That's the way I feel about it:,
Pat. It isn't that I disli.ke you. It's
just tha t there are things in our
personalities which don't go together. Do you see what I mean?"
"I get'cha. It's swell t hat we- both
caught on before it's too late."
Well, that's over, and now I can
relax again. The odd part of it all
is t hat s he seemed anxious to get
out of the bargain too. I wonder
what she meant by "everyday ideas."
Love.
Jane
November 24, 1940
Dear Mother,
Imagine my surprise when I overheard Franny and Marian talking
about me. This afternoon I was
sitting in the parlor reading the
paper when the girls came back
from a class and sat down by t he
desk in the front hall. Evidently
t hey were in the middle of a discussion, for Franny said, "Oh, Pat
was just as happy as she could te
when Jane told her that."
.
"But, why? I can't understand
why Pat doesn't want to room with
.Jane."
"Well, Marian ! You know how
Jane is. Everything h as to be just
so-so. Her bed ha_s to be made before she goes to class, and nothing
can be out of place. She goes to bed
by eleven o'clock ·e very night. She's
just too prissy."
"I didn't know that. They certainly are different, though."
I felt as if I were a culprit listening to them. Really now, Mother.
am I that bad? To hear t hem tell
it, one would get t he idea that I'm
just like the proverbial "old maid."
Just beca use they're untidy, t hey
.think that everyone else should be.
Well, I guess I shouldn't won·y
about what they think. It's just a
matter of opinion anyway, and maybe I am too prissy- maybe it's a
good thing that I did overhear them.
Lovingly,
Jane
THUMP TAIL VERSUS BIG EARS
By Patricia Conrad

Story L ady: Hello, boys and g irls.
This is your Story Lady. This
morning I have a story for you
about some soft, white bunnies.
There are two bunnies named
Thump Tail and Big Ears. a nd a
little girl bunny named Powder
Puff. You'll have to come out

here to Briar Patch with me. All
the bunnies in Fluff Tail Coun ty
are gathering here today. They're
coming to see who can nibble the
most lettuce lea ves, Thump Tail,
or Big Ears.
Over by the hollow of the oak
tree three girl bunnies are talking. Let's listen to them. FADE.
Bunny Blue: (Fade in) Oh, I'm s o
excited about the race!
Bunny Pink: S o am I.
Bunny Blue: I think you're so lucky
to be the mayor's daughter,
Powdel' P uff!
Bunny P ink: I do too.
Bunny Blue: Just think of going to
the party with the Winner of the
Lettuce Nibbler Contest.
Bunny Pink: And w inner for the
whole county.
Bunny Blue : Tell us, Powder Puff,
who do you want to win the race,
Big Ears, or Thump Tail?
Powder Puff : I don't think it would
be very nice for me to say which
rabbit I want to win the race.
Bunny Pink: Why not?
Powder Puff: Because maybe the
one I want to win won't win.
Bunny Blue: What difference would
that make?
Powder Puff: Well, you girl bunnies
might tell that I wanted the other
bunny to win. That might hurt
his feelings.
Bunny Blue: But we prom ise no t to
tell, Powder Puff.
Bunny Pink: Let's don't make her
tell if she doesn't want to.
Bunny Blue: No. Let's talk about
Big Ears and Thump Tail instead.
Bunny Pink: Yes, le t's do.
Bunny Blue : W e all know Big Ears
is handsome.
Powder Puff: And he has such
smoothhh f ur .
Bunn y Pink: Big Ears wears pretty
red ties, too.
Powder Puff: But Thump Tail is so
sweet.
Bunny Blue : And he's very po.lite.
Powder P uff: Why I dropped my
blue lace handkerchief the other
day and what do you think?
Bunny Pink : What?
Powder Puff: Thump Tail and Big
Ears both saw me drop it.
Bunny Blue: What happened?
Powder Puff: Well, Big Ears pretended he didn't see it.
Bunny Pink: He did?
Powder Puff: Yes. But Thump Tail
bent way over, picked it up, and
handed it back to me.
Bunny Blue: That just sh ows how
nice he is!
Powder P uff: Do you know what
I really don't like about Big Ears?
Bunny Pink: No, what?
Powder Puff: I don't like t he way
he talks a bout himself all the time.
Bunny P ink : I don't ·either.
Powder Puff: Why, he's always
bragC(ing about how he can swallow the biggest carrot.
Bunny Pink: Or how he can hop
over the hills faster t han anybody else can.
Bunny Blue: And he al ways brags
about how he can beat Thump Tail
in any race.
Bunny Pink: I don!t like bunnies
who brag.
Powder Puff: Neither do I! Well.
girls . .. I'll tell you . . . That's
why I hope . . . <whisoer) . . .
wins the race. llauP-htei:-) .
Both Bunnies: Oh. Powder Puff. I
hope so too! FADE.
Story Lady: (Fade in). Th,,re's RigEars strutting past the 1ad1es. He's
stopped to talk to h is friend
Honnv. now. FADE.
Big Ears: Hev, Hoonv. if':ri't th<>t
girl over there in the pink dress
Powder Puff?
Hopnv: Where. Bi g- Ears?
Big Ears: Over there by the hollow
in the oak tree.
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Hoppy: Ya mean the purty one?
Big Ears: Yeah.
Hoppy: Sue, that's Powder Puff.
Big Ears : I think I'll go over and
tell her she'll be going to the
party with me tonight.
Hoppy: But how do you know? You
have to win the race first.
Big Ears: Look Hoppy, you're kind
of a dumb bunny, aren't you?
Hoppy: Why am I a dumb bunny?
Big Ears: If you were smart you'd
know I was going to win this race.
Hoppy : How, Big Ears?
Big Ears: Well, I beat him in the
Carrot Collecting Contest, didn't
I?
Hoppy: Yes.
Big Ear-s: And last year I beat him
in the Lettuce Nibbler Contest,
didn't J?
Hoppy: Yes.
·Big Ears: I'll win this yf'ar too.
Hoppy: But how do you know?
Big Ears: Well . . . I'll tell ya.
(whisper) Anybody around?
Hoppy: No ... nobody around.
Big Ears: See this pair of blue
overalls I have on?
Hoppy: Yes.
Big Ears: Well right down by my
left leg there's a special pocket.
And in this pocket I keep some
extra lettuce leaves.
Hoppy: Oh ...
Big Ears: And I've already nibbled
on them. So near the end of the
race I bend over to look like I'm
tying my shoe.
Hoppy: But you're not, are you?
Big Ears: No. I'm getting the extra
leaves out.
Hoppy: Then you drop them on the
ground.
Big Ears: Sure. And that way I
have more lettuce leaves for the
judges to count than Thump Tail
has.
Hoppy: Say, that's sure smart!
Big Ears: Well, I'm a smart bunny.
And I've already put pepper on
Thump Tail's lettuce leaves.
Hoppy: What for?
.Big Ears: To make him sneeze.
Hoppy: To make his sneeze?
Big Ears: Sure. When he sneezes
he'll have to stop nibbling.
Hoppy: Yes.
Big Ears : Then I can get ahead of
him in time to pull out my extra
lettuce leaves and still win the
race.
Hoppy: But Big Ears, ya know,
that's cheating!
Big Ears : So What?
Hov.py: You might get caught.
Big Ears: I won't get caught. I'm
too smart. FADE.
Story Lady: (Fade in). There's
Thump Tail going over under a
shady tomatoe vine. I guess he's
going to rest until the race be•
gins. Let's listen to what he and
his friend are saying. FADE.
Bunny Grey: Thump Tail, look at
Powder Puff over there.
Thump Tail: Yeah, say, she's really
pretty.
Bun ny Grey: L ook at those big blue
eyes.
Thump Tail : Yeah, and that pink
frilly dress.
Bunny Grey: I love pink frilly
dresses.
Thump Tail: Yeah, and look, she's
got a pink umbrella to match.
Bunny Grey: And she has just
about the softest fur I've ever
seen.
Thump Tail: Yeah. Ya know what?
Bunny Grey: No, what?
Thump Tail : I'm going to win this
race!
Bunny Grey: But Big Ears always
beats you.
Thump Tall: I know it, but he's
not going to beat me this time.
Bunny Grey: No?
Thump Tail: No. If I go carefully,
I'll beat him.

Bunny Grey: Say, I hope so.
Thump Tail: Do you know why I
want to win?
Bunny Grey: No, why?
Thump Tail: Because I want to
take Powder Puff to the party.
Bunny Grey: Gee, I don't blame
you. She's really nice.
Thump Tail: Yeah, ana she smells
real good, like . . .
Bunny Grey: Lil{e what?
Thump Tail: Like fresh P INK
CLOVER!
Bunny Grey: Oh, I love fresh pink
clover!
Thump Tail: I know she smells like
fresh pink clover because the
other day I picked up her blue
lace handkerchief.
Bunny Grey: Ya did?
Thump Tail: Yeah. Then she smiled
at me. Geeeeeeeee . ..
Bunny Grey: I'll bet you're in Jove
with Powder P uff.
Thump Tail : Ya know . . . I think
so too!
Bunny Grey: Then ya gotta win,
Thump Tail, ya gotta win!
Thump Tail : Yeah. Well, it's time
to begin the race. So long.
MUSIC (to bounce him over) .
Hello, Mr. Mayor.
Mayor: Hello, Thump Tail. And
there's Big Ears. Are you ready
to begin'?
Both: Yes sir.
Mayor: Go over to your places,
boys.
BACKGROUND : (crowd gathering,
talking, laughing).
Mayor: It is now time to begin the
annual Lettuce Nibbler Contest
for the whole of Fluff Tail County.
Big Ears will nibble on the east
side. Thump Tail will nibble on
the west side. The rabbit who
nibbl~s . _the greater number of
lettuce leaves the faster will be
the winner. And the winner shall
have the honor of taking my
daughter, Powder Pu.ff, to the
party.
SOUND : (noise of the crowd) .
AU r ight . . . on your , mark, get
set, ready, go! They're off, folks.
E ach bunny jumped into his row
and began nibbling the minute
they got the signal. That Big
E ars is going fast. He's two lettuce leaves ahead of Thump Tail.
But Thump Tail is going carefully.
Thump Tail keeps looking over
toward the oak tree. Then he
nibbles all the faster. I wonder
what's over by the oak tree. Why
it's Powder Puff standing over
there.
Big Ears has slowed down, and
Thump Tail is now even with him.
I've never seen such a close race!
They're in the middle of the patch
now. Thump Tail's ahead of Big
Ears. (Cheers), He's two leaves
ahead of Big Ears. But he's stop•
ping . . . (SOUND . . . SHOUTS,
SURPRISE). He's put his head
back . . . why it looks like he's
going to sneeze.,
(SOUND: DON'T STOP THUMP
TAIL, ETC.)
Thump Tail: Ah ... ah . .. ah ...
.... . ... .. . ah.
Mayor: Ah, he didn't sneeze. But
what a race. If Thump Tail hadn't
stopped to almost sneeze I be·
lieve he would have won the race.
Big Ears is up with him n ow.
But Thump Tall's hard at work
again. (CHEERS, ETC.)
Why Big Ears is bending over . . .
looks like he's tying his shoe.
What a time to bother about tying
a shoe! And Thump Tail is . . .
Thump Tail: AH CHEWWWWWW.
Mayor: Folks . . . the winrier . . .
BIG EARS!
.
SOUND: (CHEE RS, BOOS, NOISE,
TALKING, SH OUTING).
Congratulations, Big Ears. You
did a fast job.

Big Ears: I sure did. And tell
Powder Puff I'll be over to tal{e
her to the party.
Mayor: I'll tell her, but you tell
me, why did you take time to tie
your shoe in the race?
Big Ears: Tie my shoe? Oh . . .
well . . . I knew I had plenty of
time . . . FADE.
MUSIC: SOUND: Group noises and
talking in background all during
following. Bunny party music in
and under same.
Big Ears: (•Fade in with noise and
m usic.) Har, har, har .. . I think
that's my best balloon trick.
How'ed you like that, Powder
Puff?
Powder Puff: That was very nice,
Mr. Big E ars.
Big Ears: I can do that trick better
than anybody in Fluff County.
Powder Puff: Oh. yes. Do you know
Imow where Thump Tail is?
Big Ears: Don't worry about him.
I'll show you a good time.
Powder Puff: I just wondered
where he was.
Big Ears: There he is, over in the
cornet'. I bet he's sad because I
beat him today.
Powder Puff: Oh .. .
Big Ears : Here comes your father.
That means it's time for me to do
my jumping tricks.
Mayor: Are you ready, Big Ears?
Big Ears: I'll show you something
that'll open your eyes.
Mayor: Quiet, quiet everybody.
(SOUND: FADE OUT NOISE
AND MUSIC).
Big Ears is going to jump over
five rows of punch bowls. It's
quite a jump. Ready?
B ig Ears: Now watch everyobdy.
(MUS:fC: J UMPING UP H IGH).
Different Bunnies:
1. Lcok, a s he jumped up, something flew out of his pocket.
2. What is it?
3. It's green.
4. There's a box too.
5. Give it to the mayor~
NOISE & EXCITEMENT.
Mayor: This green is a lettuce leaf
. . . an nibbled. And this box is
full of pepper.
SOUND: ,CROWD OHS AND AHS.
Mayor: So that's what he was
doing when he bent · over to tie
hir. Shoe. I knew there was something funny about that. He must
have pulled out the ex tra lettuce
leaves then. And this pepi;er
made, Thump Tail sneeze.
CROWD: (SOUND: CONFUSION
IN BACKGROUND).
s ·p ontaneously:
1. Send him out.
2. Never let him back.
3. He's a cheater.
4. You can't cheat around here.
5. Where is he?
6. He ran out the door but don't
worry ... he'll be punished!
Mayor: Thump Tail, come over
here. (QUIET).
I proclaim you the honorable and
rlghtful w inner of the Lettuce
Nibbler Contest. (SHOUTS, HOO·
RAY, ETC.)
Thump Tail : Thank you, Mr.
Mayor. And do I get to be with
Powder Puff the rest of the
party?
Mayor: You certainlv do. And here
she is. (LOW CROWD NOISE
AGAIN).
.
MUSIC: LOW AND ROMANTIC.
Powder Puff: Hello, Thump Tail.
Thump Tail: Hello, Powder Puff.
Sav. would you like to take a
wall<: in ' the moonlight?
Powder Puff: Oh, yes!
MUSIC:
Thump Tail : Ya, know, I'm the hap•
piest bunny there is, tonight.
Powder Puff: You are? Why?
Thump Tail: Because you ar e with
me.

Powder Puff: Oh, Thump Tail ..
Do you know what?
Thump Tail : No, what ?
Powder Puff: I wanted7ou to win
all the time! ·
Thump Tail : You did?
Powder Puff: Yes, I did.
Thump Tail : Boy, I'm the happiest
bunny there is. Yes sir, I'm the
happiest bunny there is!!
MUSIC UP:
Story Lady: And that's the story of
Thump Tail and Big E ars. Listen
again next Saturday. I'll have
another story for you.
Goodbye
SECURITY

By Shirley Goodman
Twisting the metal knob with
fingers cold
As icy window panes, she leaned
her back
Against the fine.carved solid walnut
do01•.
The bumpy carvings made her pull
away.
She moved to touch a tiny china dog,
An English bull that squatted on
the shelf,
Then stopped, afraid to feel its
fragile form.
She would not break the smoothly
perfect lines
Of slippery satin spread upon the
bed
But pressed her hands against the
polished frame.
She sank into r ich carpet, emerald·
green.
Then pressing hard through rug
both soft and thick
She felt the floor beneath, str aight,
hard, and strong.
'T'h P floor wou ld never crack or
break or stop
Supporting beds and chairs and
lamps a:id doors .
The floor would never disappear and
leave
A pair of feet to dangle in · mid•air.
-Shirley Goodman,· '44

THE SAFETY

VALVE
This column is devoted to ·t he stu•
dents of Lindemvood to permit them
to let off steam. Our readers a-re
invited to contI·ibute to the colmnn.
'l'he student's name must accom·
pany each letter as evidence of the
good. faith. of t!he w.riter, but a nom
de plume will oo us.e d if desired.

Dear Edito•r :
Lindenwood women have always
been complimented on their good
manners. But where do they park
those social niceties when they go
to chapel and convocation? A
speaker must compete with a bee•
hive atmosphere that would plague
the most self.assured orator. When
there is a break between announcements, the din is deafening. I am
wondering when L. C. girls are go•
ing to remember to bring their
manners to chapel.
ANNOYED.
Dear Editor:
To talk to some .of the students in
Lindenwood College you would
never know that our country is at
war. It is commendable that we
buy war bonds, but it is equally
commendable to know some of the
current events of the war.
Miss Mildred D. Kohlstedt, Li·
brarian, reports that the daily news•
papers are the least called for of
the reacting material in the library.
·come ori girls, "g-et on your
horses" and let's go!
M.A.N.
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Dr. Gregg Presents
Founder's Day Speooh
(Continued from page 1 )
and the Memorial Arts Building. He
supervised toe remodeling of Sibley
Hall; he aided in securing hall furmshings and other improvementstne dimng r oom, the gymnasium, the
laboratories, and the Jandscaping.
In concludmg her speecn, Dr.
Gregg said, "As we look arou nd the
campus, we see evidences of his useful careel' in all aspects of our college llfe. Only one building has
risen without his watchful supervision, and even of Sibley, it must
be admitted that he made it over, inside and out. N ot a hall or ro:im has
been furnished without tlle adva.ntage of his good taste. For forty
yean; he devo ted himself to the
beautification of the campus. The
redbud trees, - the dogwoods, the
crabapples, the wealth of shrubs and
evergreens- all are testimony to h is
sense of beauty· and his devotion.
"When spring wafts t he spicy
fragrance o( the viburn um around
us, when the pin oak by the Library entrance stands in unbelievable a utumn splendor, when the
snows of winter bend the arborviates and turn the hollies in to
miracles of design, we shall remember-remember a nd bless God that
these two have lived."
Dt·. John Macivor, preside nt of the
Board of Directors, pronounced the
invocation, a.fter which Miss Pearl
Walker, accompanied by Dr. John
Thomas, sang "Cherished Dream or
Our •Founders." The service was
concluded with the group-singing of
the Lindenwood hymn, "School of
Our Mothers." Following the luncheon, an al umnae meeting was held
in Sibley Hall.

Senior Glass Holds
Dance. At The
Jefferson Hotel
Lindenwood College was host to
the Senior class and their Lambert
Field dates at a dinner dance in the
Continental Room of the Jefferson
Hotel. on October 23.
The girls were met at the Melbourne Hotel by the Lambert cadets.
who were brought there by bus. The
college provided taxis for the entir-e
group to the Jefferson.
The evening began w ith dinner
at 7:30 followed by dancing until
12:30. The chaperones were Mrs.
Mary Ellen Jacob and Mrs. Eva
Douglas from Lindenwood, a nd
Lieutenant and Mrs. Florio from
Lambert Field.

AU Bark And
No Bite
(•Continued from page 2)
surely not from the Indians:"
"V'lell, I've been here for quite a
few falls now. And then, I get .. "
"I know, you get around," I added for it.
"Yep, sure do."
"You're becoming sort of monotonous. I think you- -" but: before
I could tell it what I thought a
whisp of wind puffed by and away
went the little spirit humming ''Pistol Packin' Marriina" at t he tOJJ ·of
its voice, and I think I can be free
from spirits until next fall. At ·1east
I'1:1 playing safe and dodging all
frrendly, garrulous looking leaves.

•

P UT YOUR
A DVERTISEMENTS
IN THE
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L indenwood Students Pro\)e
Versatile Def ense Workers
By Ciirolyn Trimble

cation blanks for people who
couldn't
write their name. Snooky
J ane College, the lady credited· realizes now
what government red
with versatility,
has definiteiy tape is. Every report had to be
proved that she knows about m ore typed w ithout errors, and the numthings than boolrn, social graces, and
ber of carbon copies required was
men. Last summe1· more than one unbelievable:
bathing suit was exchanged for a
Helen Schauppe worked in the
version of the office girl's costume.
Your answer to the q uest10n, Army and Navy physical ·e ducation
"Where did Lindenwood gir1s work office at Purdue University, but she
during vacation?" stacks up some- never really got around to concenthing like this: defense work, sec- tration on her job. The office was
retary, defense worl<, work in a always filled with handsome men.
bank, defense work. It would se3m The ex-Green Bay Packets t hat
the girls decided a government pay drifted in and out were particula rly
ch eck more than compensated fur intr iguing, in a muscle-bound way.
the utterly grostesque picture they After a little filing, . Helen was conhad to wear as an identification vinced they had t he N otre Dame
backfield; those "iskies" are hard
badge.
Tne G-g irls of Lindenwood have to pr,onounce, loo. But it was inworked in defense plants and in teresting work!
J udy Finfrock, the lucky girl who
government offices from Chicago to
Arkansas with every sort of CO· worked with a fan dancer, spent her
workers from fan dancers to ex- summer in a Dayton, Ohio, teleCardinal stars. A few names, a few phone office under the auspices of
places, and a Iew impressions give the gov·e rn men t. She and four ot her
a thumbnail sketch of this type oi gir ls routed all Jong-distance -calls
that went out from Dayton. W ith
employment called defense work.
Mel Bennett helped "keep 'em fly- the aid of books •Of impressive size,
ing" by work ing at Pullman Stand- Judy could tell the generals and
ard Car Manufacturing Company a s colonels at Dayton, W r igh t and Pata general clerl< in the employment terson Field j ust how they could
office. Most of the Pullman com- teleph one to Australia. Priorities
pany has been converted into a were all important, and it was
plant that mqkes wings for Douglas J u::ly's job to "listen in" to see t ha t
Aircraft. This plant in Chicago is no one abused the privilege. The 15,so new that the first plane com- 000 calls handled a day were to all
pleted by the combined · efforts of parts of the w,orld, to all kinds of
the two companies flew over- the people, for all sorts of things. The
P ullman puilclings a few weeks be• record call of the season was a fivefore Mel left for school. F-or the hour conveesation from Dayton to
informat!on of you air-minded girls, Los A ngeles.
A nd now you want to know who
those wmgs gleam on C-54's and
worked with an ex-Card. Elain~
C -:17's. TnP.irlentBlly, the personnel
defense course Mel !ook here last Gray met the ball player at the
s pring helped in landing the job. Emerson Electric ·Com pany of St.
Her impression of defense worl< Louis. T he defense work of this
company is the reason you couldn't
was : "most enlightning."
In the employment office of the buy a fan this summer. E xcept for
Pine Bluf.t Arsenal were Margot the famous personage, the job h ~d
Overmyer and Snool,y Baim. In a tendency toward boredom . Elaine
this plant, under the command of took inventory all summer.
These girls came back to school
Chemical Warfare officers, Margot
and . Snooky interv·lewed prospective with good-looking new clothes in
workers. Every person employed by their trunks, but ther e are also a
the arsen al had to apply through couple of bonds in the sarety dethe office, and the interviewers posit box at home. The work was
talked. wit'h everyone f1,om the G-2's. fun, instructive, and good experilowest unclassified laborer, (not a ence, and most of all it helped in
new draft n umber) to the highly- the war effort.
paid chemical engineers.
Margot learned what "It takes a'l
k ind,." means. Among the people New Books to Appeal
she interviewi;d was a deputy sheriff
wh o told her all about the first man To Every Reading Taste
he killed. And there were so many Now In Hall Libraries
illiterate people! Margot hopes that
somt,one can convince them educaHow is your conversation ? Can
tion is probably here to stay; she you discuss all of the recent best
certainly got ti red filling out appli- sellers, or do you j ust sit back and
wish that you had an opportunity
to read some of t hese good books'?
Miss Betty Shook
All right, here is your big chance.
Is Freshman
Each residence hall has been pro·
vided with many new books dealing
Hailowe'en Queen
with all types of novels. Among the
(Continued. from page 1)
humorous stories are "Benchley Be}ess waiting. Who was t he Queen? side Himself" by Robert Benchley,
Would the announcer never tell us? and "C/O Postmaster" by Corpor:al
There was a blare of tr umpets, a Thomas R. St. George. Also avail•
rather anemic squeak to be exact able is John P. Marquand's new
craning of necks to see SIERRA novel "So Little Tim e", t he Boot, of
SIREN_ Queen of a:11 living spoolrn. t.he Month Club's choice for SeptemThe prize for the prettiest costume ber. In mystery there is "Cats
was awarded to Pat Waldron wh o Prowl At Night" by A. A . Fair.
dressed as a 1f Arabian dancin~ girl. Those interested in biography will
George Humphreys and M'nnie An- ~~joy "Citizen Tom Paine" by Howderson received the prize for the ard Fast. War stories include "G. I .
most original costume- "Hiclmry Jungle" by E. J . Kahn, Jr., and
"Journey Among Warriors" by Eve
Diclmry Dock" or The Mouse,
The Ball was sponsored bv the ·Curie.
During the school year more shipY.W.C.A. Cokes and doughnuts
were ser ved during the evening. At ments of books Will be received and
twelve o'clock strains of m usic is- distrib uted in the residence halls.
sued forth from the Sibley Chapel.
Mrs. Sibley's ghost has never missed
Invest in the •Future-Buy War
playing for us on Hallowe'en.
Bonds Today!

Mme. Lyolene To

Visit Lindenwood
November 14 lo 19
Mme. Helene Lyolene, world famous stylist, will be Lindenwood's
guest during the week of November
14 to 19. Mme. Lyolene specializes
in designing for young women. She
will address the Home Economics
classes and will speak at a student
assembly during the weelc A dinner
is being planned in her honor, with
St. L ouis stylists among the guests.
Mme. Lyolene's life is somewhat
like a fairy tale. She was born of
Russian aristocratic parents who
lost their fortune after the Russian
Revolution. . Consequently, this cultured wonan was t urned out in the
world to get along as best she could
on her own talents . She began designing because she liked beautiful
clothes. Although she had practically no knowledge o.f designing,
she became successful because she
knew hov.: a dress should look.
Since the "''ar Mme. Lyolene has
been designing in New Yorl<, n ew
the accepted style center. She has
no artists working for her. Most of
her ideas come 1rom actual draping
rath er than from drawings.

Meet Your Slu~ent
Council-II Is
Working for You
By Becky Yoder

We wis:i to introduce to the new
stuctents on the campus the ;:;tuuent
Council that you may under stand tts
.runct10ns. 'l ne council is a boa1·d
composed of seven m embers elected
.f rom the different c1asses by tne
class members. '!he Board acts ..,s
mediator between the faculty and
administration and the students,
with the best interests of both m
mind. The Board enforces t he' rules
ol'. the Student Constitution. H owe ver, it is not entirely a penal board.
Whether we realize it or not, we
students owe a lot to the Council.
We take it and all the privileges it
has brought us !or granted. :Perhaps if we knew the before and after
story of the Council, we would understand and appreciate it more. Before the year 1939-1940, not on;y
the scholastic but also the social
affairs were controlled by the adm inistration. The night owls of the
campu s wouldn't have been happy
because the master switch was
pulled at 10:30 every weelc n ight.
The hostesses in the dining room
were faculty members. It was compulsory to attend every meal, and
out of the question to go to dinner
without hose on. At that time, a
chapel cut was un heard of.
The Board's first and last goal is
j ustice. They give each girl who
comes before them more than a fair
chance. Being students themselves,
they understand the students' point
of view.
We are especially proud of the
Board this year: Sally, as president,
is a born leader and a natural ·friend.

BAND

s·ox

CLEANERS.
CALL an<l DELIVERY .
SERVICE at the
COLLEGE POST OFFICE

•

'Phone 701
316 No. Main Street
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Gossip

and Gab
By Ca-rolyn Trimble

'Twas a busy time-what with six
weeks' test, Hallowe'en beauties, and
a bang-up good party. But what
L. C. gal can't take such minor details in her stride and still find time
to squeeze in some excitement.
From observation and more than
a little Tea Room gossip, it would
seem the navy supplied most of
the excitement for the last two
weeks. Big item number one was
the dinner dance the seniors gave
for the cadet officers of L ambert
F ield. Any explanation or elaboration is unnecessary 'cause it doesn't
take kitty brains to imagine that the
affair was absolutely super.
But the seniors weren't the only
lassies who managed to get some attention from the lads in navy bi ue.
Beverly Bushe1., Becky Yoder, Louise
Eberspacher, Betty Jane Daneman,
Peggy Hornaday, Polly Percival,
Catherine Hunter and Rosemary
Nissley let the cadets !mow that
there is a sophomore class in this
ladies' school.
These blind da t-es and new conquests are all very interesting, but
three girls have seen "the" man.
Jackie Holsinger's George has been
here twice lately, Jean Milroy's man
visited for several days, and F lo
Jones is trying to forget that Johnny
just left. Three more navy menLindenwood seems to be partial to
th e navy.
That is, all except Margot Overmyer·. Her lieutenant was here for

five days, and Mo is still in that
well-known pink cloud. Her roommate Betty Miller has her heart all
settled on the Army Air Corps in
the form of one blond cadet, but the
lieutenants are trying to change her
decision. One week-end a lieutenant
in chemical warfare tried to convince her that he was big man; the
next a blue-eyed bombardier mad-e
his bid for her affections. Perhaps
she'll tutor us in the fine art of
winning hearts and influencing men.
The days of buzzing off to another
college for the week-end are not
gone completely. Betty Herring tool{
in Purdue escort-ed by the number
one man. in her life. Fine deal that!
"You know what, kids? Clark is
going Thursday." Dona Wherle will
explain those eight quoted words.
And so you see, the talents of Lin·
denwood women are still appreciated. They're in demand, they areit says so right here!,
Irwin H all is still echoing Hapny
Birthday-Nancy Knott had an original "birthday cake' 'at h er surprise
party recently. It was green with
red filling. It also contained seeds!
Guess what?? Beky Yoder is a ·b ig
Rirl now, too. She celebrated her
birthday with cake and ice cream
and most of Irwin H~ll.
Now that we are settled down to
the old routine we can begin to look
Fl.round and see what's new on the
· camous. Our IF'reshmen are right on
the beam. Betty Syler was named
the "Sweetheart" of Company A at
Camp Barclav. Having f'een rer
once it is not hard to realize why.
BUY MO RE
WAR BOND S
AN D STAMPS
TODAY!

Mrsa George Sibley
A True Pioneer
Woman of Missouri

Cuthbert The I(. P. Specialist
Hears About Lindenwood's Ghosts

Cuthie, Pumpkin:
Are you the girl who thought it
By the time you get this letter
took an untold amount of courage to Hallowe'en will have come and gone,
leave home and go to college? You and I'll be about gone with it. Jackprobably did quake in your new I . o-lanterns always did scare me, reMillers, but after you h ear the story member, Cuthie. And this year 1'11
of Mrs. Sibley, you will place your- be more scared than ever because
self in the category with all good you won't t>e here to protect me.
sissys.
The only thing I'm going to have
When she was only 15, Mary this Hallowe'en will be Percy. You
Easton, daughter of an influential remember Percy, don't you"? He's
St. Louisian, married George C. that simply terrible pre-med student
Sibley. The groom, not content with with the bea utiful wavy blaclt hair
the booming St. Louis of 1815, toyed and blue eyes and cute dimples and
with thoughts o.f Ft. Osage and the broad shoulders and tall and handIndian territory. The lovely and vi- some- but I just think he's awful,
vacious Mary told her husband she really I do, because. I'm true to the
would follow him anywhere. It's Army.
not strange, is it, that Mary Sibley
Life around school is pretty bad
hung out her first dish towel in In- ri·, .ht about now 'cause everyone is
dian territory.
k1~ocldng themselves out worrying
The bride did not bury her gra- and studying over their six-week's
ciousness and charm in the wilder- exams. The tea-room is just paclred
ness. Instead she endeared herself about 3 o'clock with kids moaning
to the Indians and soon began to O\'er what those awful teachers did
teach the Indian children. Her to them. You know, Cuthie, someteaching obviously did not hinder . ti:nes I thin!{ the teachers don't
her social activities, for she was s€em to realize we s tudents have to
known for her hospitality. Explor- have time once in a while to go over
ers , and traders basked in Mrs. and get a coke 01· tow or three. I
Sibley's friendliness more than once, think they're trying to sabotage the
and the home with its 20 windows
was a mansion worth visiting.
The talented lady must have been Dr. Gage Attends
interested in the youth of her day.
When she and her husband left Ft. Two Meetings
Osage and ca me to St. Charles, Mrs.
Dr. Gage attended the annual
Sibley opened a school for young meeting of the Board of Trustees
ladies. Ann Russell, daughter of a
founder of the Missouri Pacific rail- oi Coe College on October 22, at
road, was the ,first student in the Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Dr. Gage was
president of Coe College for 22
new school. She and her five class- years, and is a member of the
mates found a schoolDoom shaded
by linden trees and one instructor board.
On October 23, Dr. Gage attended
who was Mrs. Sibley herself. The a joint meeting of the Steer ing Comkindness- of. "Aunt Ma:vy", as the
niitteeof N orth Centrar Association
girls called Mrs. Sibley, quickly dis- and the Committee on Preparation
nelled any homesickness, and the
of High School Teachers by Liberal
first classes of Lindenwood •College
Arts colleges, in Chicago.
met in the fall of 1827.
Ten years after this inconspicious
beginning. Lindenwood's increased
enrollment demande\l a. new build- Alexandra Tolstoy
ing. Another 10 vears brought the
enrollment up to 50 students. and in Speaks On
1857 the. SibleYs deeded their school
"War and Peace"
to the Presbyterian Church. After
iziving the school to the church,
Alexandra Tolstoy spoke at Lin·
Mary Easton Sibley and her hushann denwood on October 27. Miss Toldid not comoletely relinquish a claim stoy, daughter o.t Alexander Tolstoy,
to their girls, and they continued to the celebrated Russian a uthor, told
guide th·e school. It was Mrs. of her father's novel "War and
Sibleyis concern and attention in Peace." She served as his secretary.
those earlv years that made our
After a discussion of her father's
school the fine laboratory that it is. worl{, Miss Tolstoy answered stuand our !Founder's Day is a tr ibute dent questions and gave a short disto that lady and her husband.
CJssion of the economic and political
life of Russia today. Miss Tolstoy
left Russia in 1929.

coke industry.
I'm !{ind of glad you aren' t here,
pork chop. All the freshmen have
been looking so beeyoutiful lately.
They are having their pictures taken
for the annual and they are just
blossoming. I don't like to have you
around where there are pretty .freshmen. You might go and get th e
idea that you are a young puppy
again.

We had a . fashion counselor out
here at school a couple of weeks
ago. You'd be surprised at who she
asked to be an example for bad
posture-and it wasn't yo ur Gertie.
Nope, this time it was one of our
dignified juniors.
Well, I guess that's about all from
this end of the line for this time. I
hope when you get this that you
will be on K P. so this cheerful
epistle will cheer you up and held
you go back to your potatoes feel•
1ng at pence wn.11 tlle world.
With chicken and noodles of Jove,
I remain always yours,
· Gertie.

Mrs. Sibley's Ghost
Talks To Two
Ba:rk _Reporters
(Continued from page ll
erly terrified reception, and she had
·e njoyed her walk in the rain from
the graveyard.
Mrs. Sibley promised she would
return again next year. She always
wonders if the Hallowe'en Court will
be as beautiful as the year before.
With another word of praise . for
Lindenwood girls she glided through
the door and quietly slipped to the
cemetery.
·

Movie Presented to
Humanities Classes
The mo,ie "The Human Adventure" was given in Roemer Audi•
torium Wednesday evening, Oct. 20,
for the benefit of Humanities students. The film showed t!.e rise of
man from savagry to civilization.
It was produced by the Oriental Institute of the University of •Chicago.

We Call and Deliver
at the
College Post Office

PARKVIEW GARDENS
WILL DEDICATE THEIR NEW FLORAL SHOP

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7,

1943

HOURS: 1 to 9 P. M.

To observe the opening of t he new, modern and enlarged floral
shop, the Parkview Gardens have designated Su~day, ~ ovember 7'.
as Dedication Day. On this occasion, from 1 o clock m the after
noon until 9 p. m. the new shop and adjoining work r ?oms and
greenhouse will be open to the public. Free ~lowers will be distributed to all ladies visiting the shop. Attractive attendance gifts
will be awarded at 9 p. m.
ATTRACTIVE ATTENDANCE GIFTS

BEN RAU, Proprietor-PARKVIEW GARDENS
(Opposite Blanchette Park)
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HALL OF FAME

TiiE CLUB
GDRNIER
The Army B1 ats met on October
25, to talk about their constitut ion
and to decide on the time of meetings. Officers will be chosen at tht.
next meeting.
Delta Phi Delta, honorary society
for members of the P ublic School
Music department met last Wednesday. They discussed plans for attending the JVlissouri Stat:e Teachers'
Convention this week, and the
dinner being given for the Lindenwood College Public School Music
and E ducation m a jors at Hotel
Statler this Thursday.
The Poetry Society at its meeting
on October 18, discussed plans for
its annual poetry contest. Officers
of the club are: President, Ginny
Fly; vice president, Shirley Gcod·
man; secretary - treasurer, Louise
Mallory.
At the Future Teachers of America meeting on Monday, October 18,
1-ationing was d,scussed. Members
01 this organization did the rationing for the school. Mrs. Staples
spoke to the club, and plans to at·
tend lhe Missour i State Teachers'
Convention and dinner this week
were made.
The Commercial Club met on October 20. Officers for the year a1 c:
President, Betty Miller; vice presiden t, P hyllis Green wood; secretarytreasurer, Snooky Baim; recorder,
H.'arriet Scruby , Activities for the
year were planned. The club has
decided to g ive a tea in Febr ua ry
featur ing the Valentine moti.t. They
are also going to hold their annual
picnic in the spring, 11Pd give a
Hollywood Social at some time during the year. They plan, also, to
take a trip through a St. Louis factory or business office, an d a ttend
a play. New members were initiated. Mrs. Staples spoke on the correct clothing Lor business women.
The sponsors o.f the club are Miss
Sheahan and Miss Albrecht.
Der Deutsche Verein had its inilial
meeting on October 19, i n the L ibrary Club Room. The meeting was
attended by faculty and students ln•
terested in the a dvancement of German literature, language, and culture: T he officers for the year are:
President, Caroline Levy; vice president, Virginia Moehlenkamp ; secretary, Marianna Carter; treasurer,
Helen Bartlett. The sponsor this
year is William E'ickhorst.

PUT
YOUR
ADVERTISEMENTS
IN
THE
LINDEN
BARK!

•

What makes an all-around Llnclenwood girl ? Smiles, personali1y,
·rriendliness, brains, and good sportsmanship. That's why we nominate
Barry, because she seems to have
a double dose of all these qualities.
Ir you have a quick eye, you may
catch a glimpse of her dashing
around the campus between her varied activit:cs, for she is a member
of the Riding Team, Terrapin, Tau
Sigma, and A. A. She was president
of the Junior Class and Secrcta,-y of
the Student Council lasl year, and
she was recently elected Vice President of the Student Council for this
year.
The fact th at she was at tendant to
the May Queen for three years and
attendant to the Popularity Queen
last year adds the feminine touch
ancl_ charm to complete this all
around camµus favorite.

Y. W. Style Show
Gives P re-View
,of Campus Fas hions
(Continued from page

1)

Patsy Sharick appeared in a two·
piece yellow velvet dress with r hinestone bu ttons with black aecessor;cs.
Ann Hobbs modeled a gold wool
dress over wh ich she wor e a musk·
rat coat.
The evening gowns gave each girl
an air of glamour and sophistication.
Marie Szilagyi wore a blue net formal trimmed in lace. Sally Mitchell
appeared in a light blue slipper sat n
gown with rhinestone accessories.
Joelle Samples modeled a champaign net dress trimmed in gold
sequins over which she wore a blue
velvet j acl<et also trimmed in gold
sequins. Imogene Leach wore a
black crepe din ner dr ess with a
green and .fuschia chi.Hon skirt. Jane
Patterson modeled a black crepe dinner dress with a jaclrnt trimmed in
gold sequins.
The style show was sponsored by
the YWCA. Each girl modeled
clothes from her own wardrobe.

Your St. Charles
DRUGGISTS
Welcome You!
SHOP E ARLY FOR

XMAS GIFTS

P ut _Awa.y a Gift a. Day!
S J•: I)) OUH Sl'l t.B C'l'JO N ~
0 1•" F I NEil G lF'l 'S!

You·n Thrill at The ir
Love : lness

REX ALL DRU G S'rQRE
TAINT ER DRUG S'l'ORE
SERVICE D RU G S TOim
S TANDARD DRUG STORE

First Tri-Sports Day
Held With Monticello
And MacMurray
A tri-school sports day will take
place between Lindenwood, Mac
M urray, and Mon ticello. T he event
will be held at MacMurray Coilege
in Jacksonville, Illlnois on November
20. The three girls' colleges will
compete in a horsebacl< r iding meet
and hockey games.
The members of the L inden wood
hockey team who will participate at
this meet are: Mariella Jirlrn, Carolyn H empelman, Mary Jackson,
Jean Milroy, Lovetra Langenbacher,
Marilou R uthledge, Otillie Illes, Patricia Powell, Freshie Platt, Helen
Bartlett, Jacqueline Roel<, R u th
Waye, Nancy Papin, and Florence
Barry. T he mem bers of the r iding
team include: Nancy Papin, Flo
Barry, Marilou R utledge, Gayle
Armstr ong, Jo Ann Butters, Debby
Higby, Libby Magnuson, Ada Waelder, Marie Szilagyi, an d Betty
Roark.
During the month of November
the Lindenwood hockey team will
play at Maryville and Harr is Teachers Colleges. The hockey season is
j ust beginning and there is still
time for g i1·ls to join the team.

Mrs. Staples Gives
Advice to S tudents
On f ashio ns
Mrs. Virginia H. Staples, Linden wood's lashion counselor who was
on the campus from October 18 to
23, held intel'views with individual
girls and met with groups to discuss the latest news in the world
of clothes and good grooming.
Th e interviews were held daily
irom 8 a . m. until 5 p. m. Mrs.
Staples helped the girls answer
their personal problems about the
selection of their winter wardrobes
and gave advice on how to make
the most of the assets they have.
The group talks dealt with makeup,
budget counseling, posture, a nd se•
lection oi wardrobes.
Mrs. Staples advises tall girls to
wear big accessories and brims while
the small girl should stay away
.from these and conce ntrate on ap·
pare! that will make her appear
taller, such as vertically striped f urs
and fabrics, smaller hats, and solid
colo1·s. She distributed good grooming charts to every girl with wnom
she talked, designed to hf)lp her
look her best.

Future Teachers Aid
With Registration
For Ration Books
Food Ration Books n umber four
were issued to 552 students and
teachers on October 21. The registration was conducted by members
of the Future Teachers of America.
These girls also condu<:t<>rl the registrations in the St. Charles public
schools. T he Future Teachers h ave
been helping with registrations ever
since rationing started.
Among those who helped wer e
Freda Eberspacher, Jane Garrett,
Betty Clark, Rita Mae Allen, Frances Watlington, Adele Cheek, L ouise
Mallory, Juanita Creech, Donalee
Wehrle, Phyllis Kobe, Earnestine
Brown, Melba L ee Gray, Virginia
Gilreath, Jacqueline Schwab, Pearl
Payne, Jeannette Gund, Dor othy
Jean Lutton, Mary Aldridge, Helen
Bartlett, Althea Hooper, Ginny Fly,
Ruth Painter, Patsy J o Powell,
Micky Seip, Florence Barry, Frances
Wherry, Mary Blackhurst, Carrie
Lee Laney, Jo Ann Person, Sue
Beck, Barbara Burnett.

BUSE'S
FLOWER SHOP
"Flowers for All Occasions"

•
400 CLAY S TREET

STRAND
THEATRE
S;. Charl es

Mi ssou ri

1'UESDAY-WE D.-Tf lURSDAY
N ov. 2-3-4

2-FEATURES- 2
"HEAVEN CA N WAIT"

(in technicolor)
With Don Ameche
Gene Tierney
--and"GOOD LUCI{ M R YA'l'ES"

with Claire Trevor
Friday-Saturday

N ov. 5-6

2- FEATURES-2
"THE KANSAI~"
with Richar d Dix
Jane Wyatt
-and"SLEEPY LA.GOON "

with Judy Canova
Nov. 7·8
Continuous Sunday from 2

S unday-Monday

"PRESEN'l'IN G LILY MARS"

with Judy Garland
Van Heflin

'PHON E 148

•

FLOW E RS
TE L EGRAPHED
ANY WH ERE !

Tuesllay-Wednesday-Thu rsday
Nov. 9-10-11
"CLAUDIA"

with Rober t Young
Dorothy McGuire
F RIDAY (Only) Nov. 12

CHRISTMAS
CARDS
Printed
with Your Name.
50 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
25 for $2.50

•

AH
MANN'S
N EWS STAND
......,. .,-.- --...--..---------

Premier Showing
Irving Berlin's
"THIS IS THE ARMY"
S unday-Monda,y

Nov. 14-15

Continuous Sunday from 2
"SO PROUDLY WE HAIL"

Claudette Colbert
Paulette Goddard
Veronica Lake
Tuesday to Saturday Nov.16-20

Irving Berlin's
"THIS IS THE A RMY"

at popular prices

